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occasions	of	such	protests.	In	a	recent	protest,	a	farmer	tries	to	commit	suicide	by	consuming	
poison	in	front	of	your	office	despite	the	presence	of		police	force.	Even	though	he	was	rushed	to	
hospital,	he	could	not	be	saved.	Next	day,	media	and	farmers’	organisations	accuse	you	of	
causing	the	death	of	this	farmer.	They	accuse	you	that	you	did	not	appear	and	hear	his	
grievances	personally.	They	are	calling	for	your		suspension	by	the	government.	The	district	in-
charge	minister	promises	these	organisations	that	the	state	government	would	be	soon	taking	
action	against	you.	...........................................................................................................................................................	30	
Following	are	the	options	before	you.	Examine	their	merits	and	demerits.	Also	suggest	which	
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wants	to	hack	their	government	websites	in	retaliation.	Within	hours	he	hacks	many	important	
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8)	You	are	working	as	Superintendent	of	Police.	Recently	it	was	alleged	that	a	woman	constable	
from	your	office	was	found	assaulting	a	teenage	girl	at	a	function.	It	was	also	found	that	the	girl	
was	assaulted	because	she	raised	legitimate	questions	about	not	allowing	her	to	attend	the	
function	which	was	restricted	to	people	of	a	particular	caste	alone.	A	video	was	found	where	the	
woman	constable	was	found	thrashing	and	abusing	the	girl.	She	was	heard	saying	she	would	not	
allow	the	girl	inside	as	girl	was	wearing	inappropriate	dress	and	was	from	a	different	caste.	....	35	
The	girl	has	registered	complaint	with	you	and	is	seeking	justice.	At	the	same	time	a	group	
representing	the	caste	of	woman	constable	is	requesting	you	to	not	to	take	any	action	against	
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6)	Your	younger	sister	who	completed	her	engineering	course	from	a	prestigious	college	gets	a	
good	government	job.	You	have	been	preparing	for	the	civil	services	exam	for	past	three	years	
after	resigning	from	well	paying	private	job	at	an	MNC.	Your	parents	who	are	conservatives	
want	your	sister	not	to	join	the	job.	Instead,	they	want	her	to	get	married	to	a	well	settled	
groom.	They	tell	her	that	she	can	join	job	if	her	in-laws	and	husband	agree	in	future.	Your	
mother	keep	saying	that	it	is	because	of	more	girls	entering	government	jobs	that	boys	like	you	
are	deprived	of	those	jobs.	She	tells	your	sister	to	not	join	any	job	until	you	get	selected	in	civil	
services.	She	would	often	say	that	it	would	have	been	good	if	you	had	got	job	instead	of	your	
sister.	You	had	paid	all	your	sister’s	expenses	including	her	engineering	education	and	living	
expenses.	Your	mother	is	repenting	it	now.		Despite	pleas	from	your	sister	to	let	her	continue	
with	job	and	marry	few	years	later,	your	parents	are	stubborn.		She	comes	to	you	for	your	help.
	..................................................................................................................................................................................................	37	
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What	will	you	do	in	this	situation?	Also	comment	on	your		parents’	conduct.	(200	Words)	.........	37	
 
 

Topic: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions; dimensions of 

ethics 

9) The Law Commission of India has recommended abolition of 

the death penalty for all crimes except terrorism-related 

offences and waging war against the state. Critically comment 

on the ethical dimensions of this particular recommendation. 

(200 Words) 

The LC's recommendation, after the recent Yakub Menon controversy, suggests that death 
penalty be retained only in terror and 'waging war against state' cases. This has attracted 
strong response from different groups. Its ethical aspects can be described as follows- 

Those in favour of recommendations- 

* These are on the right ethical track, since retribution cannot be equated to vengeance. 
Society shall not seek justice in the form of vengeance, which has been the case under 'capital 
punishment'. Seeking vengeance terms the society 'blood thirsty'. 

* Punishment by State, which involves killing of a human being, can never be justified. 

* India has historically been a peace loving place. It is a part and parcel of our ethical and 
moral values. It is high time that such barbaric penalties be removed from statute books. 

* The correct way of punishment shall be through rehabilitative means, which conform to 
present day ethical standards. 

* Given the proportion of people with limited means on death row,and error by trial courts 
(95%) and SC (23%) in capital punishment cases, would it be fair to execute such persons? 

Those against- 
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* Murderers and rapists have no morality or value system. Why should rehabilitative and 
restoration justice be used? 

* Courts have discretion to determine sentence on basis of principle of proportionality and 
available evidence. A blanket ban may perpetrate injustice against victims. 

The ball is not in parliament's court, which has to decide as to whether concurrent scenario 
warrants a moratorium or abolition of death penalties. 
 For better answer: 
http://a.disquscdn.com/uploads/mediaembed/images/2464/2408/original.jpg?w=800&h 
 
Topic: Human Values – lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers 

and administrators 

9) What do you understand by basic human values? Which 

values would you like to see in a good leader and why? 

Discuss. (150 Words) 

Basic human values, according to me, are those values which define an individual as a 
human being to the extent that it distinguishes humans, who make use of value judgments in 
decision making, from other animals, who on the other hand act on instinctual judgments. 

The values i like to see in a good leader are : 

1. Proactive : The ability to detect misalignment(s) from usual procedures and to act in 
anticipation rather than on response. 

2. Achievement oriented : Should give emphasis to capacities of individuals rather than 
having ascribed presumptions. 

3. Neutrality : Should be free from bias and should refrain from accepting the obvious 
without merit. 

4. Visionary : Should have a clear idea of goals and should know the path to achieve them. 

5. Motivational : Should motivate the sub ordinates and consequently be a source of 
motivation for others. 

History has seen varied examples of good leaders from Alexander to Mahatma Gandhi and it 
is only prudent that we learn the best of values from them and aspire to achieve great feats. 
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Topic: Philosophical basis of governance and probity 

10) Some people say that in a democracy people get the 

government they deserve. Do you agree with this view? 

Substantiate. (150 Words) 

 
The relation of the type of government in a democracy to the citizens of that particular nation 
is similar to that of the internal health of the body to the external appearance of the 
individual. 

It has generally been observed in contemporary as well as historical context that the type of 
government formed in democracy generally exhibits the internal construction of the nation 
itself : 

- Aware, literate and self motivated citizens form a stable and performance oriented 
government : E.g United states of America , United Kingdom 

- Ignorance stricken and illiterate citizenry forms an unstable and corrupt government : Eg 
Afghanistan, Pakistan 

- Dissatisfied and unrealistically high aspiration driven citizens can form such governments 
that sometime threaten the very nature of democratic institutions itself : Eg erstwhile Nazi 
government under the reign of Hitler 

Though there are variations and exceptions found in the generalizations cited above it is only 
obvious that the fabric of democracy rests on the principle of individual choices of citizens to 
decide their government. This is also true in the current scenario when mass media control is 
used to distort the information accessed by citizens because the individual still has a choice 
when he exercises his voting right and it is here that his prudence and awareness is put to 
test. 
 
Topic: Human Values – lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers 

and administrators 
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7) Do you think religions can play an effective role in 

establishing peace and ending violence in conflict regions? 

Critically comment. (150 Words) 

Conflict and violence are as old as human civilization. Human civilization have created 
religions among others to contain violence and conflict. Religions are the most important 
source of morals and values that make the world a peaceful and sustainable place.Where a 
law cannot stop one from doing a wrong, religion can. 

Emperor Ashoka has ended violence post his taking up Buddhism, it is indeed possible that 
religion can end violence in conflict regions when: 

1) when the religious values, are taught to individuals at an early stage of life as children are 
free from any stereotypes or prejudices.. 

2) when religion is learnt as a philosophy rather than as an ideology or an institution. 

3) One understands the essence of a religious teachings rather than distorting it. 

Religion in the recent times has also come to become the cause of conflict and violence due to 
various reasons: 

1) religions have tended to promote themselves as the peace loving and saviours in a conflict. 

2) trying to establish one religion as the supreme religion and perpetrating to violence to 
achieve the  

3) Increased fundamentalism in protecting the ideology of the religion etc. 

Religion should only be a way of life and should promote brotherhood among all the other 
religions. This should be the source of values but not conflict. 
 
Topic:  ethics in private and public relationships 
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8) You are working as district collector. Your wife, who is a 

housewife,  is angry that you spend more time with the public 

and in office doing government work rather than spending time 

with her. She is also not happy with the fact that you are not 

even talking to children these days because of your busy work 

schedule. She is sometimes supportive of you. But sometimes 

she keeps asking you why you married her when all you 

wanted was serving the public 24×7. Her parents are worried 

too. Even though you want to spend time with your family, work 

pressure is not allowing you to do this. Recently she even 

proposed that she would divorce you rather than living a lonely 

life. 

Your friend is suggesting that you should divorce your wife and 

marry a girl who is also into civil services. 

How will you manage this situation? If a situation arises where 

you have to give more importance to public service and not to 

family, what will you choose and why? In the light of this case 

study, justify. (200 Words) 

 
The situation presents a very real ethical dileamma faced by many hard working and 
dedicatex civil servants.. The core issue in situation is WORK-LIFE BALANCE and handling 
situations where Private and Professional life are seemingly in conflict. Few points worth 
considering are- 

*work-life balance is sine qua non for sustainable performance of duties by any professional. 
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* a good administrator is one who not only manages well the public relations but more 
impotantly personal relations too. 

* personal and professional lives are intrinsically linked. Disturbance in one has potential to 
create disequilibrium in another. So an administrator should focus on creatively integrating 
both. 

Now lets examine possible options to me in light of above points- 

1)divorce the wife and marry other civil servant girl- worst option-unbecoming to a good 
administrator-shirking responsibility of being a husband and parent-morever marrying 
other civil servant doesnt mean that she will not require care, affection and proper time 
sharing. 

2) leave public work it will never end, manage your personal life- again extreme action-why 
join public services if so oriented toward personal life pleasures? - will show weaknesses like 
immaturity to handle conflicting problems -not expected from a good administrator. 

3)Middle path- balance both-creative integration- perhaps best way to handle such 
situations. How? - 
# will talk, listen and discuss the issue immidiately with wife and her parents.. To reach core 
points of problem 
# will try to limit my official work atleast on holidays and spend the leisure time with my 
family like going for tour, movie, shopping etc 
# take my wife along when going for some professional works like Gram Sabha meetings or 
Grievance redressal avenues-will give her a sense of pride and satisfaction about what his 
husband is doing by exposing her to the nature of a civil servant's job.  
# if possible will take a leave for somedays to make her believe that she and children still 
matters alot for me.. Once managed will return to my work with a refreshed mood and new 
vigour and sense of satisfaction and attend my professional work in more better, more 
zealous manner!! 
 
Topic: Role of educational institutions in inculcating values. 
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8) In your opinion, how should an ideal school function and 

what should be its major objectives? Critically comment. (150 

Words) 

An ideal school is an institution where learning is imparted. But, what kind of learning and 
education? 

1. Education of rationality 

2. Education of Morality 

3. Education, that is more connected with the real day to day world. 

In Order to achieve such novel objectives, functioning needs to be done in the following way 

1. The teacher student relationship should expand from a client-patron relation to one that is 
family like. 

2. Questioning and reasoning need to be incentivised and inculcated. 

3. To increase understanding, live/demo projects are a must. This can be done even in the 
absence of funds using simple day to day objects. 

4. Students must also be taken to trips to the local villages, so that they can see more of 
Gandhiji's real India, and so that they can work towards its upliftment 

5. The say of students and parents in schools needs to be increased. 

To achieve them money is not the major requirement . Rather, it is the willingness and an 
openness of mind and heart to take India to the next level, via its numerous small schools 
 
Topic:Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions; dimensions of 

ethics 
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10) Do you consider caste discrimination as unethical practice? 

Justify. (150 Words) 

caste system that inherently involves the inequality quotient is the breeding ground for 
discrimination. it is detrimental to justice and fair treatment and opportunity in religious, 
political, social and economic spheres. 

the discrimination is labelled into positive and negative. whereas positive discrimination 
tends to uplift and empower the so called backward groups in order for them to lead a 
dignified life and come up to terms with modern lifestyle; it is seen by the excluded as anti 
equality measure and raises demands in other groups for their inclusion. 

the case for negative discrimination is outrightly rejected as it is purely medieval in nature 
and akin to favouritism and nepotism; and reminds of bygone kings eras. 

in a highly unequal society where there is a need to uplift some groups, positive 
discrimination is not unethical in a sense that it tends to bring equality. but at the same time 
this measure would become more ethical if the opportunities for the excluded are not 
diminished; and they are given platforms to express their inner strengths and creations in 
the world simultaneously. 
 
Topic: role of educational institutions in inculcating values.  

9) Do you think proper implementation of the Right to Education 

Act can also help in imparting values to the children? Critically 

comment. (150 Words) 

Right to education (RTE) is an important step towards realising the goal of Universal 
Education. 

How proper implementation of RTE will help in imparting Values to children: 

-- the poor will be able to get high quality education 

-- the richer children will know about the woes and worries of their poor brethren 

-- develop a proper perspective about life that it is not a bed of roses 

-- will develop empathy and generosity among the well off children 
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-- the poorer children had to sacrifice a lot and this is an important value which the others 
can learn 

Why RTE may not be effective: 

-- superiority and inferiority complexes may develop 

-- even if the poor are admitted there are extra costs like number of uniforms, bags, tiffins, 
books, gadgets may not be affordable to the poor 

-- the life style of the rich will affect the poor kids 

-- there might be unequal competition as the rich would be able to afford tuitions 

-- preponderance of English in private schools which the poor would not be able to cope with 

Weighing the pros and cons it seems that the most important people who can help in the 
facilitation of the noble project are the teachers. If they take up the issue with a positive 
mindset they can mitigate the negatives and make RTE a success in the truest sense. 

Topic: laws, rules, regulations and conscience as sources of ethical guidance; 

8) The malaise of the political class seeking to exert control 

over police officers and playing a game of favourites is not 

uncommon in India. If you are an IPS officer and a victim of 

such a political control, which will you choose as the source of 

ethical guidance to act in such situations – Law and rules, or 

conscience? Justify. (150 Words) 

Law & rules and conscience need not necessarily be in conflict with each other. 

In fact, each law is made after due deliberations and intense scrutiny by the legislature. 

Hence assuming that the political control being exercised is unethical is not 

right. 

Secondly, an IPS works as the upholder of the law & order situations. If he is seen 
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to be flouting the law, he is not sending the right message to his subordinates 

as well as the general public. 

There have been instances where police officers exercising their conscience were 

actually indulging in moral policing. Recent example being raids on hotel rooms 

where couples were arrested for ‘public obscenity’. Following the law in letter 

and spirit would have avoided such an unpleasant situation. 

For an IPS officer law should always come first than his own conscience. Only in 
situations that he is supposed to exercise his discretion, should he exercise 
his conscience. 
 
Topic: Ethical issues in international relations 

9) Critically analyse various ethical issues in the ongoing 

‘migrant’ crisis in Europe. (200 Words) 

The ongoing migrant or refugee crisis though appears to be a question of political nature and 
a result of civil war, is more of a humanitarian crisis and highlights the failure and apathy of 
the world community to put the people first 

ETHICAL CONCERNS: 

1. Denial of Protection: 

the ethical question lies in the cause of the so called “migration” which is not more of 
voluntary but undertaken to escape the instability and fear of persecution in the african and 
other countries. So the labelling of these people as migrants and not “refugees” itself denies 
them the protection under the international law – refugee convention of UNHCR. They are 
been considered mere economic subjects migrating due to economic hardships 

2. Lack of humanitarian consideration: 

These migrants have been considered as a problem to deal with than as people in need of 
humanitarian relief. This underlies the political preference than humanitarian. 

3. Consideration as a local problem: 
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The problem is been looked at as on of the source countries and an integrated approach is 
lacking 

Merely cutting down on refugees like securing the water boundaries and not allowing 
embarkment of the refugee ships in the european countries is just a superficial treatment to a 
deeper problem. The world community should take the responsibility for resolving the 
instability due to terrorist factions in these countries.  
 
Topic: Ethics terms 

8) Define the following terms with suitable examples: 

1. Objectivity 

2. Integrity 

3. Morals 

4. Ethical Dilemma 

5. Values 

Objectivity: Objectivity means taking decisions based upon established facts and figures 

rather than personal opinion or bias. In the times of extreme usage of social 

media and messaging services like Whatapp, there has been a tremendous increase 

in posts increasing social and communal tensions. Exercising objectivity would 

help in avoiding needless disharmony in the society. 

Integrity: Integrity means being upright in all situations even when there is no one to 

oversee you. For example, a Panchayat headman has some funds at his discretion. 

His integrity reflects from the fact whether he deploys these fund in a just 

and equitable manner to benefit maximum number of people. 

Morals: Morals are the value system that is the product of our family and the society. Peace, 

non-violence are some of the cornerstone morals of India. 
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Ethical Dilemma: Ethical dilemma is a situation where one is torn apart among different 

courses of action because of contradiction between 1. his moral and ethical 

values and the legal precedents; 2. Two sets of moral values. 

For example you witness a road accident on your way to an appointment. Now you’re 

in a dilemma whether to be punctual or help the wounded people. 

Values: Values are the codes that are imbibed in us by our family, school, society and 
nation. These are the guiding light to decide upon the ethicality of a particular 
course of action that we take. For example, when we help an old aged lady to 
cross the road, this small act of kindness emanates from the value system that 
we have inherited. 
 
Topic: Ethical concern and dilemma 

8) Crop depredation caused by nilgai and wild boars in northern 

and central India is considered as a serious problem for 

farmers in these regions. The environmental ministry has come 

up with a draft that says killing such animals shouldn’t be illegal 

henceforth. Do you think it is ethical to kill such innocent 

animals to save crops? Justify. (150 Words) 

Killing of animals to meet any human cause often evokes sentiment of wide spectra of human 
being that demands to establish right of existence of animals. The present case to evoke 
similar type of emotions as animals too are living creatures and have right to exist. 

A life, which ever form it is, is sacrosanct and should not be eliminated on flimsy grounds 
like lack of management of Nilgai population. It is definitely unethical. But before arriving to 
any conclusion few checklist must be perused. 

a) Was there no other means to control population rather than killing of animal. 

b) Can’t these animals be relocated where their impact on crops become negligible. 
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c) Was the extent of loss so devastating that it can’t be compensated and it was effecting the 
food security. 

If answer to all these is affirmative then going with the killing of Nilgai is justified. It will 
create an ethical dilemma but it needs to be sorted out in this manner. 

a) Firstly the killing is not leading to elimination of species. 

b) The killing will be monitored, managed and is temporal to achieve balance between Nilgai 
population to exist and human’s need to feed themselves. 

Hence to go or not to go with Nilgai population is a well discussed along all the parameters of 
ethics and we need to have faith in Government decision and believe that all ethical test must 
have been done before issuing such order. 
 
Topic: Ethical concern and dilemma 
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8) As an officer of Archeological Survey of India, you are given 

responsibility to secure and excavate a fertile farmland where 

recently a farmer has found remnants of an ancient civilization. 

Someone tells the farmer that if he allows excavation in his 

land, it would become ‘protected’ site and he would lose his 

farmland forever to the government. The villagers, majority of 

whom are poor and marginal landholders, protest against the 

government and request you to not to step on their farmland. 

They tell you that for them growing food is more important than 

archeology. 

Do you see merit in their argument and abandon excavations? 

Justify. (200 Words) 

The case cited above is a conflicting situation between professional interest of me as an 
archaeological officer and sustenance of the marginal farmer. Though, generally the national 
interest shall prevails over the personal interest of individuals, but looking at the sensitivity 
of the issue I shall consider merit of each case to arrive at an informed decision. 

The farmers standing and arguments hold ground because:- 
A) The agricultural land of a farmer is the mean of economic, social and even political 
sustenance. The land feeds his family and earn him living. His social status and even 
marriages of family members, social terms in rural settings are directly proportionate to land 
ownership. It too has a bearing on his political participation. Adding to list, his land is last 
resort in case of natural calamity, indebtedness and other miseries. His capacity to borrow 
both formally and informally to has a bearing with land. Thus not only the interest of his 
own, but also of his entire family is closely linked to his land ownership. 
B) In present scenario where condition of agriculture is deteriorating and farmers especially 
the poor and marginals are forced to commit suicide, it is natural form me as being as 
government official to have compassion for these people. 
C) As the excavation might lead to acquisition of land of many farmers,thus it warrants a 
greater responsibility and sensitivity in dealing. 
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D) Agitation and protests of farmers need to be addressed, as most of them might be 
unaware about archaeological excavation and its significance. Also any violence might harm 
the invaluable remnants to be explored. Their cooperation, not agitation might be sought 
after. 
But equally important is proceeding for excavation because:- 
A) The site is said to have remnants of ancient civilization so it might hold significance of not 
only for the region but also for greater good humanity. 
B) The archaeological sites are not only for cultural significance but also bring greater 
development for the region in terms of infrastructure development in surrounding areas, 
tourism potential and generating related employment.Thus is might bring significant change 
is region as a whole. 
C) Such sites provides opportunities for international collaboration, research and studies and 
educational significance. It adds to glory of cultural standing of a nation. 
Thus putting the greater good of region and nation above village, I will proceed with 
excavation. But alternatively I will also attempt to address the concerns of farmer, by making 
alternative arrangement for land especially for significantly affected poor farmers as per 
rules. I will also try to convince the farmers about the development of entire surroundings 
with the help of educated villagers. The preference of affected farmers and their family 
members will be considered in related employment opportunities. I will make all efforts for 
suitable rehabilitation of affected families. 
 
Topic: Ethical concern and dilemma; laws, rules, regulations and conscience as sources of 

ethical guidance 
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9) You are working as Deputy Collector in a district where 

mining is rampant. Recently, your close friend – a rich 

businessman who has interests in hospitality and mining – 

requested you to talk to a Station House Officer (SHO).  SHO 

had warned  your friend not to store explosives meant for 

mining in the basement of the hotel. Your friend had told SHO 

that storage was meant only for few days until some repair 

work was completed in their proper storage area outside the 

city. But SHO was adamant and had strictly warned your friend 

to remove explosives or face criminal case. Now your friend 

wants SHO to be warned by you to do favour to him. In the past 

he had helped financially and given moral support to you when 

you were about to abandon your studies due to poverty. Your 

friend assures you that explosives are safe and would cause no 

harm to anyone. Due to emergency he wants them to be stored 

only for few days. 

In this situation what action will you take? Justify. (150 Words) 

In the case cited above, me as an individual and as a deputy district collector, is under 
following conflicting dilemmas:- 

A) Whether to support concern of my old friend or to appreciate prompt professional action 
of the SHO. 

B) Whether to let the assurance of my friend prevail over the risk of explosion causing harms 
to public property and life. 
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C) Whether to let the ego of my friend backed by my designation and authority prevail over 
an amicable and acceptable solution. 

Thus considering all the permutation and combinations, I will take my action based upon 
following considerations:- 

A)SHO:- The prompt action and warning of SHO to my friend despite knowing his business 
class, proves his credential as being professionally competent. His dutifulness and concerns 
for common public deserve not only my backing but also merit appreciation. Thus both 
professionally and morally, I need to support such diligent officials. 

B) Me both as and individual and as a professional:- Considering the fact that my friend 
helped me during bad times both financially and morally, personally I need to revert back, do 
whatever good I can do for him. Not helping him might spoil our personal relationship. Also 
It might cause mental unrest in my mind too, thus affecting both my personal and 
professional life. 

But equally important is to respect my duty, as primary objective of a civil servant is to put 
interests of common public over one's personal self. 

C) My Friend:- As being my friend for long it is natural for him to expect, genuine favour 
from my side. He came to me to intervene when he failed to convince SHO and after his 
warning. Thus I need to accommodate his concerns. Equally important is to address issue of 
his ego. 

The most appropriate and amicable solution appears to me is talk to my friend and convince 
him to store the explosive at a safe site, of any other miner on rent or on other condition. The 
task is easy as he himself is from the field. In case of any problem, I can also use my contacts 
to help him out. I will try to convince him for this on the basis of fact that accidents cannot 
be prevented on the hedge of assurances. If unfortunately it explodes, it can bring greater 
harm to his own property, lives and properties of others. Thus such situation would be more 
troublesome and difficult to handle. It will bring economic, social losses along with mental 
stress to deal with. I will also assure him to help in future to any genuine concern. 
 
Topic:  Role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values.  
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8) Your 12 year old son has been selected by his class teacher 

to act as protagonist in a skit where he will be donning the role 

of a Mughal emperor. He is ecstatic. So are you and your wife. 

But your father is not happy. Your son is very fond of his 

grandfather. Your father tells him not to act in this skit but act in 

some other skit where he can be an emperor of ancient Indian 

kingdom. You are scared to counter your father, so is your wife. 

Your son readily agrees to his grandfather’s suggestion and 

promises him not to act in this skit. 

Is grandfather right in making his suggestion? Justify. (150 

Words) 

My stand - I will be really proud if my son will don the role of a Mughal emperor. I am sure 
school would not teach the students anything immoral. Such a play will only increase the 
interest of students in knowing the history of our country. 

My father's stand - He might not have liked the fact of Muslims ruling our country or he 
might be critical of certain decisions of some Mughal emperors. 

My opinion - I do not agree with the suggestion of my father. It is just a skit. He is being 
orthodox by suggesting to my son not to act in it. It is the duty of the school teachers and the 
elder people at home to tell a child the difference between moral and immoral actions, 
between right and wrong decisions. A child cannot learn anything by just denying from doing 
something without telling both the pros and cons of the scenario. On the contrary, if he 
follows my father's suggestion, he might even loose interest in learning about the Mughal 
history or might end up developing animosity for Muslim community. 

Solution -  
> I will talk to my father and will try to change his decision by addressing to his fears. 
> I will make sure my son does not learn something detrimental or immoral. 
 
Topic:  Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions 
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8) As a doctor in Primary Healthcare Centre, you are 

implementing immunisation programme in your locality. A 

section of local community claiming that immunisation is 

against their religious belief have boycotted the programme. 

You request them to bring their children highlighting the risks of 

non-immunisation. You also show data to prove your point. 

Despite your efforts, they are not convinced. Also few people 

argue that there is no need of immunisation for eradicated 

diseases. Few from your staff suggest you not to press further 

and let the children from that community suffer. Even your 

husband asks you not to take risk as you might face violent 

protest from the community. 

What action will you take in this situation? Substantiate. (150 

Words) 

The issues involved here are performing public duty in spite of hurdles and prejudice from 
the staffs.  

The following options are available to me 

1. As suggested, I could leave my duties to appease all. 

But, this would show irresponsibility, lack of courage on my part and will affect the govts 
plans of universal immunisation. Since, I know the data, I know the social benefits, it is my 
duty to continue to persuade people. Gandhiji continued with non violence, In spite of 
protests, and ultimately won 

2. Meet with the influential religious leaders 
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Religious leaders exert lot of public following. Instead, of explaining to each and every 
person about the benefits, I could optimise by explaining to him/her. He/she is more likely 
to understand the data. And, then he can preach it to all 

3. Using indirect means 

Activities like street pays, short films can be used to convey the message indirectly. Further, 
as the meaning will not be explicit, it may not arouse the hardliners 

4. Consulting with seniors 

Being communal in nature, it is likely that the department might have faced and solved the 
problem at other places. Their experience can come handy. Also, in matters of religion, it'd 
be better if I also involve the district administration 

Lastly, prejudice seems to be inherent in my staffs. They must be warned about their 
behaviour. Immunisation is necessary, but it is also required that I do not flare up tensions. 
 
Topic: Achievements of Indians in S&T; Space awareness 

8) Explain the principle behind cryogenic engine. Examine why 

and how India acquired technology for indigenous development 

of cryogenic engine for its space ambitions. (250 Words) 

The principle behind cryogenic engine is to liquify both oxygen and hydrogen fuel at very low 
temperatures, so as to increase the quantity of fuel available during the flight, as compared to 
the gaseous form of fuel, and provide more lifting capacity to the rocket. 
--Cryogenic engines are a critical requirement for the success of India’s GSLV programme as 
it seeks to place about 2500-3000 kg communication geo-synchronous satellites in geo-
stationary orbit, which is why India had to acquire such technology. It makes India 
independent in launching satellites heavier then 2 tonnes and help other countries too, in 
achieving the same, making it a source of revenue too. 
--In January 1991, soviet space agency “ROSCOSMOS” reached an agreement with ISRO to 
supply cryogenic engine and transfer its technology. 
--However U S claimed that the cryogenic engines could be used to launch missiles and 
therefore under the provisions of Missile technology control regime (MTCR), it stopped 
Russia from transferring the cryogenic Technology. Russia has agreed to supply cryogenic 
engine but not the technology. Thus, India initiated a programme to have its indigenous 
cryogenic engine. 
--An indigenously manufactured cryogenic engine was recently used by ISRO to launch the 
GSLV D5 rocket, to launch GSAT 14 in orbit, and the under construction GSLV Mark II and 
III also use this technology. 
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Topic:  Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions; dimensions of 

ethics; ethics in private and public relationships 
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9) Your son has just returned from Germany after completing 

his higher studies. Unlike past, these days he is more aloof and 

conservative. He talks less with you and other family members. 

He is always busy with his computer. He now and then tells you 

that he is looking for a job in a foreign country. One day you 

happen to get access to his computer when he is not at home. 

To your shock you find  that he is in touch with terrorists in 

Middle East and is planning to join them soon to train as a 

suicide bomber. His email conversations reveal that he is 

already taken part in several terrorist attacks by providing 

necessary online support to such missions. If he is found guilty 

by Indian courts, he will be sentenced to life or he might be put 

to death. You are scared to talk to your son and confront him. 

You have lived a respectful and dignified life. Your family 

members and neighbours respect you and your family a lot. Not 

able to withhold this information, you reveal your son’s activities 

to your wife. She tells you that it is better to commit suicide than 

having such a son at home who would bring shame to her 

family. As per the information gathered by you, your son will 

leave the country within few days. 

What are the options available before you? Examine their 

merits and demerits, and choose the best course of action 

explaining reasons. (200 Words) 
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Religious fundamentalism in middle east is now a hot topic all over the world. It is trying to 
radicalize the youth and transform them in to suicide bombers.As a father and also as a 
citizen of the country i should not allow my son to fall in to the trap. 

I have three courses to take,namely:: 

course 1: I will try to convince him with my ideology.I need to remind him of his past,and 
how good he used to be.I can also take the help of my wife.concern of parents can change 
him,as he is good but was being radicalized. 

merit: It has chance of changing his mind and also may postpone his decision of 
leaving.mother sentiment works a lot and in the mean time i can plan other courses of 
action. 

demerit:terrorist ideology is wrong but powerful. Its seems that my son is involved in 
previous attacks,so he is already in a trap.though he is sentimental,he is more religious and 
not even caring about life. 

course 2: Ill inform the police personally.as this is a sensitive issue and the my son's life is at 
stake.Ill will also give his laptop to the police so that it can help them stopping many other 
youth joining the terror outfit. 

merit:preventive detention by the police not only helps save his life ,but also helps the 
country.His laptop contains very sensitive information,giving this to police can help them 
track many youth of the country. 

demerit:My son gets arrested,and he is a threat to the country ,he may get arrested.My son 
may not like me anymore since he feels i betrayed. 

course 3: since i am scared of talking to him,i don't take any chance to convince him.since he 
is already in it,let him be in it. 

merit:he will not get arrested and he will leave the country.his wish fulfills. 

demerit:he looses his life as a suicide bomber,and betrays his own country and people see 
him as a terrorist. 

my course of action:Ill handover the laptop to the police, and see that my son remains in 
custody.there are few chances of convincing him,he is completely radicalized and there are 
minimal chances for sentiment to work. Atleast arrest will buy me time to change his mind 
set.Though there are chances of life sentence,since he is young with good future and 
voluntary handover can help him lesser degree punishment.This act also saves my country 
and helps the police to save many other youth.Even if he is going get capital 
punishment,atleast he will die for the country and not for a terrorist organisation. 
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Topic:  Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration; Social influence and 

persuasion;  

7) One of your close friends who is preparing for civil services 

exam is arguing that the word secularism has been inserted 

‘undemocratically’ in the Preamble to the Constitution. He 

keeps telling you that the minority communities should feel 

great that they have been given equal rights in the Constitution 

and should respect and try to follow majority community’s 

culture. He tells you that secularism is irrelevant in India as this 

country is by nature diverse and tolerant from time immemorial. 

According to him the word secularism has been inserted for 

petty political gains. 

What is your opinion on your friend’s views? Do you think your 

friend deserves to become a civil servant? Comment. (200 

Words) 

Secularism is the fabric that hold our country together. With such diversity of religion, 
languages and cultures it would be counter-intuitive to impose one single culture on 
everyone. Though the word secularism was added later, the essence and spirit of secularism 
always pervaded in the constitution. The DPSPs and Fundamental rights clearly lay down a 
strong foundation for secularism in India. The inclusion in the preamble is just a redundancy 
with the aim to identify it as one of the objectives of the Indian constitution. 

I think my friend is wrong in his views and also contradictory in approach. On one hand he 
says the minorities should follow the majority's culture and one the other hand he recounts 
the tolerant and diverse nature of India from ancient times. I will lay this in front of him and 
reason with him about the importance and necessity of secularism in India. I will also 
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present examples of countries like Pakistan where brutalities on minorities have resulted due 
to the absence of secularism. 

Yes, my friend deserves to be a civil servant. He might be misplaced in his views on 
secularism, but after a proper debate and supporting arguments he can change his views. It 
is an important trait in a civil servant to accept mistake on being shown valid proof. While it 
is important to support diversity in culture and religion, it is also important to support 
diversity in views and thoughts. After all freedom of speech and thought is also a 
fundamental right in our democracy. 
 
Topic:  Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration; Ethical concerns 
and dilemma 
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9) You are posted as Deputy Commissioner of a backward 
district. In recent years a farm crisis has hit poor farmers in this 
district and many are resorting to suicide pushed by debt 
burden and other factors. There were many protests outside 
your office demanding waiver of their loans. You were officially 
told by Chief Secretary not to personally meet agitating farmers 
as there was risk to your life if situation went out of hand. You 
were asked to go for field visits on occasions of such protests. 
In a recent protest, a farmer tries to commit suicide by 
consuming poison in front of your office despite the presence of  
police force. Even though he was rushed to hospital, he could 
not be saved. Next day, media and farmers’ organisations 
accuse you of causing the death of this farmer. They accuse 
you that you did not appear and hear his grievances personally. 
They are calling for your  suspension by the government. The 
district in-charge minister promises these organisations that the 
state government would be soon taking action against you. 

Following are the options before you. Examine their merits and 
demerits. Also suggest which course of action you will take 
apart from those mentioned below: 

a) Take a leave and abscond for two months 

b) Submit resignation accepting responsibility for the farmer’s 
death 

c) Seek an independent probe for the death of farmer and 
continue to work in the office ignoring media accusation 

d) Go before the media with an explanation and apologise 
publicly to farmer’s family and agitating organisations 
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This is a sensitive and complex situation as it not only involves the work ethics and service 
rules but also the ethical dilemma of helping the needy but not having much control over the 
situation. 
In the cases mentioned below I will feel following merits and demerits: 
1. Take a leave and abscond for two months: 
Merit : This will pacify some of the agitators and will give some cooling off time to handle the 
situation. Also it will help me to introspect and come better prepared to reexamine the whole 
situation afresh. 
Demerit: It might give an impression that I was actually responsible for the death and others 
like local NGOs, rights activist may also join the agitation further fueling the situation. Also 
its a clear indication of my running away from the duty. 
2. Submit resignation accepting responsibility for the farmer’s death 
Merit: Agitation will be called off and administrators could now peacefully look into suicide 
and take corrective steps to prevent such instance in future. 
Demerit : This will be absolutely a case of dropping the weapons in case of difficult situation. 
Since I know that I was hardly responsible for the suicide such resignation will add to my 
regret. Also it will set a bad precedent for other officers. 
3. Seek an independent probe for the death of farmer and continue to work in the office 
ignoring media accusation 
Merit : This will bring the real cause of farmers suicide in front. Independent probe may 
bring forth not only reasons for this death but will help whole organization in finding 
loopholes in handling farmers suicide. 
Demerit : Agitation will continue further. If may become violent and exacerbate law and 
order further. Also ignoring media will be against my duty as its my responsibility to brief 
people through media on what happened and what steps has been taken. 
4. Go before the media with an explanation and apologise publicly to farmer’s family and 
agitating organizations 
Merit : It may lower the agitators anger and my apology might give some closure to dead 
farmers family. My explanation might help people understand the graveness of issue and 
complexity of many factors responsible not me. 
Demerit: None may buy explanation and make situation worse by raising questions for which 
I might not have immediate solution or answer. The whole organization can be put to media 
scrutiny at a time when whole situation has not yet been examined fully. 
My course of action:  
First I will announce and make sure that ex-gratia payment has been made to the victim's 
family. Next I will request my seniors who are more experienced to brief the agitating crowd 
and media about the whole situation. I will also raise a request for an independent probe so 
that real cause can come in front. After the situation will calm down I will myself visit the 
villages and farmers and make them understand the real causes. Also I will try to open a 
communication channel through which people having grievances can contact me personally 
early instead of waiting for a mishap. 
 
Topic:  role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values. ; Ethical 
concerns and dilemma 
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8) You are a school teacher teaching science at a local school. 
Your son studies in the same school. You were given 
responsibility to conduct science fair in the school. Two winners 
who create best models would be sent to participate at the 
district level, where if they win will have chance to participate at 
state level in the state capital. Your son is an intelligent student 
and hard working too. You suggest him to participate in the fair. 
You tell him that you would provide all assistance in preparing a 
unique working model that would definitely win the first prize. 
Your son who is studying in 9th standard tells you that he would 
love to participate but he does not want to. He says that some 
of his friends and their teachers always taunt that he gets good 
marks in exams because of his father’s influence. They have 
also told him that he gets to know the question papers 
beforehand and hence score full marks in all science and 
mathematics tests. He tells you that if he wins in this science 
fair he will be again accused of cheating. Therefore, he says, is 
not willing to participate in any competition in that school. 

Will you convince your son to participate in the science fair? If 
yes, how will you convince him and why? Justify. (200 Words) 
 
This is a case of conflict of interests a person faces when he is supposed to play two different 
roles for same set of persons. In above case I have to play role of a model teacher as well as 
responsible father for my son. The concerns raised by my son are very valid and 
understandable as no intelligent and hard working student would like to have fingers raised 
on his capabilities. 
I will convince him to participate because: 
1. As a teacher as well as a father it is my duty to motivate and convince my student/son to 
participate in the competitions which will help him grow and bring his genius out.  
2. I will tell him that thinking of a solution in which he has given up completely is not the 
right way to handle situations in life. Turning eyes away from problem will not solve it rather 
exacerbate it. 
3. I will also convince him to participate to avoid misinterpretation by his fellow friends that 
till now he was actually using my influence. Giving up is like accepting the charges. 
I will convince him in following ways: 
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1. I will assure him that I will not be member of jurist panel and also I will request school 
authorities to form panel with people from outside the school. This will remove his and 
others apprehension that I might influence the judgment. 
2. I will conduct extra classes everyday after school to help anyone who is participating in the 
fair. It will help other students also to get the same guidance as he might be getting. 
3. Children are very close to their mother so I will take help of my wife to make him 
understand not to run away from accusations. Rather participate and imagine of winning till 
national level which will automatically remove everyone's apprehensions and boost his 
confidence. 
Children of this age are very sensitive to what their friends and teachers tells and think of 
them. It is obligatory on me as a teacher and father to make sure he doesn't get bogged down 
by these feelings and become an under confident,self confined person. 
 
Topic:  role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values. ;Ethics in 
private and public relationships 

7) Your close friend, a 25 year old journalist in prominent news 
channel marries a 70 year old prominent political leader. She is 
intelligent and has made herself a good name in journalism at 
such a young age. Because of her prime time TV show, the 
news channel where she works has garnered good TRP 
ratings. A rival channel is running a program accusing your 
friend of marrying a rich old powerful politician to climb fast in 
politics and to get rich soon. She is disturbed by such 
accusations and shares her thoughts with you. She wants you 
to tell her honestly that she hasn’t committed a mistake. 

Even some of your common friends are telling you the same in 
private conversations. Your parents also tell you that it is 
unethical for such a young girl to marry a old man. They even 
softly warn you to not to get influenced by her adventures. 

What reply will you give to your close friend, your common 
friends and your parents respectively? Substantiate. (200 
Words) 
 
Firstly,I will have have a talk with my close friend and try to find out whether she has 
willingly taken this decision or is facing some kind of pressure. Once convinced about her 
free will behind her decision, I will advice her to not get affected by unwarranted comments 
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from public and will assure her of my full support to her . Also, I will ask her that if the rival 
channel continues to blame her, she can sue the channel under charges of violation of right 
to privacy. 
Secondly, I will talk to my parents and say them that such actions do not come under ethical 
scrutiny. Its a matter of personal choice and she is fully capable to think best for herself. And 
regarding my friendship with her, such events will not affect my affection towards her and I 
am mature enough to not get influenced and do what is in my interest. 
Thirdly, I will advice our common friends that this may happen to anybody of us as we 
cannot check age difference before liking somebody. This is the time when we should stand 
by her side and support her so that she can effectively manage the situation.t This is the real 
test of our friendship and we cannot desert her at this crucial time. 
 
Topic: Ethics in private and public relationships 

8) Your close friend and roommate who happens to be a 
hacker with immense talent to hack any government website is 
enraged that official website of his home state has been hacked 
and defaced by a group of hackers which considers India as 
their enemy state. He tells you that he wants to hack their 
government websites in retaliation. Within hours he hacks 
many important websites of that country and posts provoking 
messages on their homepages. 

Is your friend right in retaliating? Will you complain against him 
to concerned authorities? Justify. (150 Words) 
 
The case represents the condition of being highly patriotic while over-stepping certain legal 
boundaries in his retaliation. The issues needs to focus on the recipients of the attack, and 
whether any unlawful loss has occurred. 
Conditions: 
1. The awareness of hacking into a government website carries grave consequences if caught. 
Having done so, my friend should be prepared for any legal consequences. 
2. In his patriotic zeal, my friend may have forgotten that a retaliatory attack would have 
ended in certain losses to the government websites. Since it is difficult to ascertain whether 
these attacks are supported by govt groups, it would be wrong to treat all branches of the 
govt of the country as anti-Indian. Important service websites relaying health, business 
transactions etc could have been affected. 
Consequences: 
1. My friend's intent was to cause harm. The decision to post malicious message on the 
website is proof of this. This could result in retaliation by the other country therefore it is 
important to make authorities aware of this. 
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2. If conditions worsen, a follow-up investigation may hold him accountable for damages 
done later on between the countries and would lead to harsher sentencing.However, properly 
warning the authorities in advance could make the consequences less problematic. 
3. I would also warn my friend of this, and advise to further avoid the "tit for tat" response as 
such rash decisions are only poorly thought out. In the present light, he is more likely to see 
my advise given the legal/criminal ramifications.  
4. The state authorities and may use him to their benefits in areas such as cyber-espionage. 
Timely reporting could in fact work to his advantage and save him from any form of rigorous 
punishment. 
 
Also refer, 
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2015/09/28/ethics-case-study-is-your-friend-right-in-
retaliating-will-you-complain-against-him-to-concerned-authorities-justify/#comment-
2277598404 
 
 
Topic: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions 

8) You are working as Superintendent of Police. Recently it was 
alleged that a woman constable from your office was found 
assaulting a teenage girl at a function. It was also found that 
the girl was assaulted because she raised legitimate questions 
about not allowing her to attend the function which was 
restricted to people of a particular caste alone. A video was 
found where the woman constable was found thrashing and 
abusing the girl. She was heard saying she would not allow the 
girl inside as girl was wearing inappropriate dress and was from 
a different caste. 

The girl has registered complaint with you and is seeking 
justice. At the same time a group representing the caste of 
woman constable is requesting you to not to take any action 
against her as she belongs to a poor family and is the sole 
breadwinner in her family. 

How will you proceed in this case? What actions will you take 
against constable? Justify. (200 Words) 
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Discrimination and traditional mindset have been a part of Indian society since centuries 
and this case reflects same piety situation still prevails. In this case not only ethical and legal 
issues about public are involved but also involvement of person from my department has 
made it more sensitive. Impartiality and unbiasedness must prevail my any decision making. 
I will take following course of action: 
1. I will first meet the victim girl, console her and will send her to a psychologist group to 
help her cope up and come out of this trauma. I will also request security arrangements for 
her as many afraid of being caught may want to harm her. 
2. I will also raise a request with the concerned authorities to try and get the video deleted 
from the internet. It is necessary to keep the identity of victim intact as per law and also to 
avoid any further escalations harming law and order. 
3. Next I will make sure that her FIR has been registered properly with the statement of all 
witnesses. I will myself handle and monitor the whole case sensitively. 
Against constable I will take following action: 
1. I will ask her to first issue a public apology as she has not only harmed the girl but also 
whole public by not only practicing discrimination but acting contrary to her duties. 
2. Next I will set up a committee to look into the whole issue and found out the details of full 
course of action.  
3. I will not dismiss her but suspend her for 6 months so that it can act as a deterrence to her 
and others. Also because she is the sole bread earner and her family members should not 
suffer because of her mistakes. 
4. When she will join back I will send her for human resource training to learn the morals 
and ethics of public handling. 
As an SP and human being I should assure women are safe in my area and such derogatory 
incidents don't happen again. 
 
Topic: Role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values 
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6) Your younger sister who completed her engineering course 
from a prestigious college gets a good government job. You 
have been preparing for the civil services exam for past three 
years after resigning from well paying private job at an MNC. 
Your parents who are conservatives want your sister not to join 
the job. Instead, they want her to get married to a well settled 
groom. They tell her that she can join job if her in-laws and 
husband agree in future. Your mother keep saying that it is 
because of more girls entering government jobs that boys like 
you are deprived of those jobs. She tells your sister to not join 
any job until you get selected in civil services. She would often 
say that it would have been good if you had got job instead of 
your sister. You had paid all your sister’s expenses including 
her engineering education and living expenses. Your mother is 
repenting it now.  Despite pleas from your sister to let her 
continue with job and marry few years later, your parents are 
stubborn.  She comes to you for your help. 

What will you do in this situation? Also comment on your  
parents’ conduct. (200 Words) 
 
Situation reflects conservatism and negligence of my parents to changing scenario in the 
world. My parents thoughts are not only not only traditional and bound by decade old 
thinking but they are also trying to keep them alive by fitting them into one or another 
current situation. For example it may be true that there are fewer jobs and boys are 
unemployed but that is not because of girls entering but because of burgeoning population 
and government's incapability. 
Their emphasis on the fact that my sister can take job if her in-laws allow clearly reflect their 
patriarchal mindset. Their condition that my sister should not join any job until I get into 
civils is a cliche emotional blackmail they are using to make me also fall into their trap and 
convince my sister to get married. 
I will take following course of action: 
1. I will support my sister fully and boost her confidence by emphasizing her achievements of 
getting in such prestigious college and government job. It will give a healing touch to her 
pride and existence. 
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2. I will ask her to get some of her girls friend from college working in government jobs 
home. When my parents will interact with them it may help them realize the capability and 
great achievements of my sister. 
3. I will try to persuade my parents by giving examples from all around but if not convinced I 
will counter put the condition that if my sister is not allowed to work I will join the job back 
and give up civil as I need money. Else my sister's money can save me and help me prepare 
for exam. 
4. If still not convinced I will ask my sister to go ahead and join the job. Parents might 
remain angry for some days but with time we both will try to change their mindset or find 
another way out. 
My sister has full independence on her life and I will stand by her in any decision. 
 
 
 


